**What:** On Thursday, April 26, 2018, OC Public Works contractors will perform the striping activities along Avenida La Pata. Motorists traveling in both directions will be subject to temporary traffic control. Flag personnel will be present as a traffic control measure. **Gateway Place at Avenida La Pata will be closed at all times while contractors complete the striping activities.** Sendero Gateway Apartment Homes residents and those who require access must enter and exit via Ortega Highway.

What you will see starting on April 26

**Striping activities with traffic control:** Motorists traveling in both directions will be subject to traffic control.

**NOTE:** Lower speed limit during work activity. As a reminder, the speed limit in the project area is 35 MPH during construction activities and 55 MPH during non-construction hours.

Major completion of the overall widening improvements along Avenida La Pata is expected to be completed in April 2018. The schedule is subject to change due to weather and other factors.

When workers are present, please be mindful of the reduced speed limit through the construction zone.

**When:** The striping activities and Gateway Place closure at Avenida La Pata described above will occur **Thursday, April 26, 2018. Working hours will be 7 a.m. – dusk.**

**Where:** Avenida La Pata between Gateway Place and approx. 1,000 ft. north of Stallion Ridge

**Contact:** Robert Paukstis, Senior Construction Inspector: 714-448-8527  
Webster Labrador, Senior Construction Inspector: 714-936-5639

Note: Working hours are a best estimate based on current construction information and are subject to change depending on weather and other factors.